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Introduction 

 

The emergence on the market of modern composites, 
with masses of various opacities that simulate dental 
tissues (dentin, enamel), enabled the practitioner to apply 
directly in the mouth a stratification method similar to 
that of the ceramist on his working model in the 
manufacture of ceramics [9, 13, 15, 22]. Ceramists have 
developed a technique of ceramic assembly called 
"stratification", whose additive applications of the 
different ceramic masses make it possible to obtain the 
desired final color [19]. 
 
This working technique still continued evolving with the 
introduction of new products and the constant 
improvement of the materials [23], thus making it possible 
to approach, still a little more, the natural aspect and thus 
to satisfy the aesthetic requirements. The conventional 
technique of internal color development by mounting 
stratification has evolved into a double mounting 
structure. [14]This technique consists of reproducing the 
two separate structures of enamel and dentin, and to slow 
the light beam in its progression in order to control its 
reflection on the opaque, gradually saturating the ceramic 
layers. 
The practice of stratification (an opaque layer - an opaque 
dentin layer - a dentin layer and dyes - an enamel layer) 
allows to methodically include dyes in the different 
thicknesses of the construction and to keep permanent 
control over the final result. 
 

However, there are various lamination techniques [2, 23] 
but also diversity within each technique according to the 
material used, the ceramist, etc. 
 
This natural quest by ceramists and satisfactory results 
through their layering technique have led clinicians, like 
Vanini, Faucher, Dietschi, Miara or Zymanto to draw 
inspiration from this technique in the field of restorative 
dentistry as regards composite restorations of anterior 
teeth. They proposed the natural stratification technique 
and described protocols helping the practitioner to obtain 
aesthetic and predictable results. [4, 5, 7, 20, 24,25]. 
 
It is important to note that the layering technique itself is 
closely related to the use of high aesthetic composites, 
(Images 1, 2, 3, & 4) and it's the combination of both that 
provides some benefits [1, 3, 11 , 12]. 
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Images 1 & 2 : Previous restorations (Venus © composite 

by Heraeus Kulzer). 

 
 

 
 
Images 3 & 4 : Guided stratification (composite Ceram X 

duo © from Dentsply Detrey). 
 
 
Avantages 
 
- Obtaining natural-looking restorations. 
- Obtaining in one sitting an aesthetic result. 
- Response to the aesthetic demand 
- Obtaining an aesthetic result for a cost / benefit / risk 

incomparable [21] 
- Respect dental tissue avoiding any mutilating 

preparation for healthy tissue 
- Preservation of pulpal vitality in major decay. 
- Achieving good immediate and medium-term 

reliability, thanks to progress in the area of adhesion. 
- Reversibility of the treatment and possibility of 

restoring the restoration in case of failure and / or to 
consider other therapeutic solutions (facet, all-ceramic 
crown or metal-ceramic crown. 

- Possible re-intervention after grinding, in case of error 
made on a material thickness [8] 

- The systems are complete and provide answers to all 
clinical situations with the ability to mask the colored 
underlying dentine (interesting solution to hide a type 
of "reactive dentine" coloration) and to play on the 
report opacity, translucency based needs. The 
superposition of different layers of   "dentine" color 
composite with a close opacity of natural dentin and 
"enamel" color composite whose translucency is close 
to that of natural enamel, helps to faithfully reproduce 
the natural tooth. In addition, their fluorescence 
properties reinforce this natural aspect [1, 6, 10, 11]. 

- Stratification by 2 mm increments, since it follows the 
implementation of composite protocol (limit depth of 
cure), does not take more time than if one uses only 
one color. 

-  All phases of the procedure are under the control of 
the practitioner. 

 
 

Disadvantages [1, 10, 11, 12] 

- Rigor in the procedure at risk of poor results. 

- Mastery of the technique and good knowledge of the 
materials used. 

- Real learning and specific experience. 

- Long duration of chairside working time. 

- Durability of the aesthetic result (surface condition, 
shape ...) lower than that of an indirect restoration 
(ceramic or composite). 

- The proposed colors may not correspond to the Vita 
reference system and the assembly of the different 
layers is "blind" because of the operative field and 
the dehydration of the teeth.  

- More expensive composite systems. 

- Using many compules of different shades by 
restoration, 
 

We propose a clinical case showing the realization of an 
anterior composite by the technique of guided 
stratification. We used Ivoclar-Vivadent Tetric Evo 
Ceram© composite. 
Other composites like Voco's Amaris©, Dentsply Detrey's 
Ceram X Duo©, 3M Espe's Filtek Supreme©, GC's Gradia 
Direct© and soon GC's G-aenial©, Coltène's Miris© 
Whaledent, Venus© by Héraeus Kulzer ... can also achieve 
very good aesthetic and functional results (Images 1, 2, 3 
& 4). 
 
Operator factor playing a key role in the success of 
previous restorations, it is important to stress that the 
composites stratification technique, original approach 
concerning the anterior direct restorations, can be 
implemented by any practitioner giving himself necessary 
time and means. 
And obviously, he will optimize the quality of his care and 
the service rendered to the patient. 
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Clinical case 
 
The treatment of anterior teeth may use several 
techniques depending on the extent of dental tissue loss. 
The overall treatment plan should always focus on the 
simplest and most conservative, least invasive technique 
[16]. The adhesive techniques then obviously have their 
place in this global process. We can therefore use the 
stratification of composites within our therapeutic 
armamentarium. 
 
An adhesive cosmetic restoration, made by layering 
different masses composites, must meet the criteria of 
adhesive dentistry and cosmetic dentistry. 
Through our restorations, we must achieve aesthetic 
performances that will be judged in terms of color (hue, 
saturation, translucency ...) and anatomy (macro and 
micro geographies) (marginal adaptation, boundary 
integrity, retention, sealing clinical and carious recurrence) 
[3, 16, 17, 18]. 
 
According to Dietschi [4, 5], the essential criteria in 
adhesive cosmetic dentistry are organic, volumetric, 
optical and aesthetic integration. All these parameters 
define the "4 dimensions" of the restoration, on which is 
based a strategy for optimal organic, functional and 
aesthetic integration.  
To achieve this goal, the practitioner will have to rethink 
differently the choice of the shade and identify the 
important parameters to reproduce the natural nuances.  
He will also have to understand the optical and 
mechanical properties of the different composite masses, 
in order to choose them according to the desired effect 
and the clinical situation.  
Finally, he will have to choose the most appropriate 
mounting technique for the clinical situation encountered 
[6] and especially be rigorous during all stages of the 
restoration. 
 
A young woman of 20 years comes in consultation for 
anterior aesthetic problem. 
There is a difference in length between the upper central 
incisors and the free edge of the right central incisor is 
shorter (Image 5). 
 
After the refusal of the patient to undergo orthodontic 
treatment that could be a solution, but long and 
mismatching the aesthetic problem, our therapeutic 
choice was logically oriented towards a direct technique 
by simplified stratification.  
For this, we use the Tetric EvoCeram© composite material 
associated with the Ivoclar-Vivadent Excite © adhesive 
system. 

 
Image 5 : Anterior preoperative case. 

 
During the first session, maxillary and mandibular 
impressions are taken for the realization of plaster models 
allowing the realization of a wax-up and a silicone palatal 
guide (Images 6, 7 & 8). A second wrench is made and cut 
in the vestibular palatal direction to control the 
thicknesses of the different composite layers. 

 
Image 6 

 

 
Image 7 
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Image 8 

 
Images 6, 7 & 8: Plaster and wax-up models for the control of 
morphology, occlusion and silicone laminating guide wrench. 

 
During the clinical stratification session, the shade is 
chosen after cleaning the tooth, and this must be done 
before the preparation of the tooth and the placement of 
the operating field, with the help of the color chart 
supplied with the composite box. (Variation between 
different brands!). 
We have noted the A1 / A2 shade, which corresponds to 
the "enamel" shades A1 and A2, and to the shades 
"bleach"» 
 
The Tetric EvoCeram© composite is available in 19 shades. 
Different degrees of translucency of the "dentine" and 
"enamel" materials make it possible to create very natural 
restorations, both in the posterior and anterior areas. 
Highly translucent incisal shades and very clear bleach 
shades further expand the range of applications (dentin 
shades: Dentin A3.5 , Dentin A4 , Dentin B2 , enamel 
shades: A1, A2, A3, A3.5 , A4, B2, B3, C1, C2, C3, D3; highly 
translucent incisal shade: T; bleach shades: XL Bleach, L 
Bleach, M Bleach, l Bleach). 
 
After the shade determination, an operating field is set up. 
We used OptraDam© which is a flexible dike in all 
directions and without clamps, to quickly and easily 
isolate the operative field. 
The holes are made in a conventional manner, with a 
punch. 
This dike parts the lips and the cheeks in a regular way, 
creating a better access to a large operative field, the two 
arches being able to be isolated. A conventional surgical 
field (dike, crampons ...) from 13 to 23 could have done 
very well it too (Images 9 & 10),  
 
Then, the tooth is prepared according to the current 
principles of dentistry at a minimum. Peripheral chamfer 
is produced around the perimeter of the preparation 
(Image 11), and the boundary of this chamfer is slightly 
hatched to allow a homogeneous transition of light 
between the tooth and the restoration. The silicone 
wrench is then tested and adjusted to the operating field 
to have a good adaptation during the establishment of the 
layer "palatal enamel" 

 
Image 9 

 

 
Image 10 

 
Images 9 & 10: Operative field and fitting of the wrench 
 

 
Image 11 

 
After the step of preparing, the conditioning of the tooth 
is performed. A hybrid layer is formed by using the 
adhesive-type MR2 Excite©. First, apply a phosphoric 
acid-based gel to the prepared enamel and let it react for 
30 seconds (here no dentin range). Then you have to 
remove any etchant by an abundant rinsing 
Excess moisture is removed to leave the dentin surface 
with a slightly wet and shiny (moist environment 
adhesion). The adhesive system is then applied: it is in the 
pen-shaped VivaPen©, cannula-brush facilitates 
application of the adhesive to the cavity preparation. Then, 
this adhesive is photo-polymerized in progressive mode or 
intensity in low power mode, with the Bluephase© lamp 
for 10 seconds, but with a light power density greater 
than 500 mW / cm2 (Images 12, 13 & 14). 
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Image 12 

Image 13 

Image 14 

 
 
Images 12, 13 & 14: MR2 Exite© adhesive system and photo-
polymerization 
 
The step of the simplified stratification is carried out with 
the Tetric EvoCeram© composite by affixing different 
layers of "enamel" composites, polymerized for 5 seconds 
in fast mode (favorable factor C and very thin layers) with 
a last generation LED. 
 
The first M Bleach enamel composite is applied in a very 
thin layer on the first silicone wrench to restore the 
palatal enamel. This avoids to touch up during the 
finishing in order to obtain a near-perfect occlusion. Then, 
the wrench is removed and the proximal edges are made 
with the same enamel composite by separating the tooth 
to restore adjacent teeth by a transparent matrix. Other 
A2 and A1 enamel layers are made through small inputs 
without excess, thanks to the different thickness checks 
with the second silicone wrench. Then, a final layer of XL 
Bleach enamel is positioned while maintaining the shape 
of the restored tooth to have a good final aesthetic result. 

A final LED photo-polymerization is done in full power 
mode (10 seconds on the buccal side and 10 seconds on 
the palatal side) (Image 15). 

 
 

Image 15: Guided stratification and photo-polymerization. 
 
 

Finally, after a first finishing under operative field, the 
polishing and occlusion control steps using an articulated 
paper are performed after removal of the operative field. 
Thus, our restoration is complete.  We have to wait till the 
rehydration of dental tissues to enjoy the final result 
(Images 16, 17, 18, 19 & 20). 
 

 
Image 16 

 

 
Image 17 
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Image 18 

 

 
Image 19 

 

 
Image 20 

 
Images 16, 17, 18, 19 & 20: Finishing under polishing spray, occlusion 
control and final case. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
Stratification appears to be a more reliable technique than 
the conventional technique since it forces the practitioner 
to follow a well-established protocol leaving no random 
step in the realization of the restoration. Everything must 
be done rigorously and conscientiously [7, 24]. The 
concept of reproducibility exists, but it is nuanced because 
it requires some learning, a good knowledge of the 
materials and a mastery of the technique. The result 
obtained by lamination meets the aesthetic requirements, 
which was not the case with the conventional technique. 
It is the evolution of traditional composites towards high 
aesthetic composites, designed for the layering technique, 
the use of silicone guide wrenches and the positioning of 
small composite masses anatomically, with a physiological 
thickness, which allowed to carry out "invisible 
restorations", very naturals.  
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